OF JOHN AUBREY
must we ckss, with Mr. Aubrey, the accomplished and literate Charles
the First; the grave and judicious Clarendon; the witty Duke of
Buckingham; the fertile and ingenious Dryden; and many other
names of equal celebrity :—they must allc bench by his side/ and must
be set down as persons not capable of forming a true judgement on
any matter whatsoever presented to them, and wholly unworthy of
credit," Aubrey summed up his own position perfectly when he
wrote in his life of Hobbes : But one may say of him > as one sayes of Jos.
Scaliger, that where he erres, he erres so ingeniosefy, that one had rather em
with him then hitt the mark with Clavius.
No one, however, has tried to deny Aubrey's skill as a writer:
and when he himself asked, Is my English style well enough ? even Anthony
Wood felt bound to answer " 'Tis well," instead of falling hard upon
him as he usually did for his queries. " You should never ask these
questions, but do them out of hand. You have time enough," was a
more typical response.
Time, which is as kind to books as it is to wine, has even added
to the quality of Aubrey's style; for the two and a half centuries that
have passed since his death have caused Aubrey's work to mature in
two separate ways. " There is no beauty that hath not some strange-
ness in the proportion," Bacon has said and it is in this direction that
the years have had their first effect. Words, no less than men, have
a history of their own, and in reading Aubrey after so great a kpse of
time, the sharpness of every phrase and sentence is particularly
striking. Unblunted by use, bare of acquired meanings and monoton-
ous echoes, the words affect ns with the freshness of a foreign tongue,
and like a foreign language, they make everything seem doubly
significant. The second effect of time is quite different. It is said of
Antiquaries, they wipe off the mouldinesse they digge> and remove the rubbish3
Aubrey remarked disapprovingly, and the trivialities that he therefore
insisted, against the advice of all his friends, on including in his works,
have now become their greatest strength. As he moves slowly through
the darkness of his vanished century, bringing one person after another
into a ring of light, the contemporary details, which he had jotted
down so casually, bring the very noise of the seventeenth century
into our ears. Through him one gets the most vivid sense of the
presence of the past, of that feeling which Rossetti summed up when
he wrote:
As much as in a hundred years she's dead
Yet is today the day on which she died/'
For Aubrey's writing was addressed not to the mind alone, but
to the imagination, and the unerring skill with which he dbose just
that episode in a man's life when his personality was most extravagantly
in bloom, gives even the shortest of his biographies a vividness which
has never been excelled. Thomas Fuller, he says, was of a middle stature ;
strong sett; curled haire ; a very working head; in so much tbat> walking
and meditating before dinner, he would eate-up a penny kafe, not knowing
that he did it. His naturall mem&rie was very great9 to wMcb be added t&e
Art of Memorie : he would repeat to you forwards and backwards all the
tignesfrom luudgate to Charing-crosse. Ana his technique was so perfect
[cix]

